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This Video Series Takes You By The Hand And Shows You Step By Step How To Set It Up Using A

Powerful Free Software Script Dear Reader: I have little doubt in my mind that you have heard of

MySpace and FaceBook. These are two of the most popular communities on the internet. Here is

something I bet you didn't know. You can set up this type of site with a software script that is absolutely

free. I'm not talking about some cheap clone script that you can't get to work properly either. I am talking

about a script that has been continually developing for several years and continues to be improved on a

regular basis. I know what you're thinking now. "What's the Catch"? Am I right? Well - there is no catch.

You can go right to their site and download it for free. This software has built in capabilities for dating

sites, but you can use it for any type of community you want to have - from hobbies to careers. As a

matter of fact in the videos I created a "Dog Training" community. Just think about the possibilities. You

start up one of these sites with free registration for a niche that you are passionate about. The word gets

out. Soon you have lots of members. Now you can start adding advertising to your site and raking in a
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bundle without ever selling anything directly. Wait - there's more. You could start endorsing affiliate

products off of the site and make even more revenue. You can even add a paid level - or several paid

levels of memberships to explode your earnings. That capability is built right in. Do you see the potential

here. These sites are fun for people and as the word gets out your membership will grow all by itself. All

you have to do is monetize the site passively during the growth stage and you will be making a fair

amount of coin. But first things first.......... Here are some of the features that are built into the software: *

YouTube, Odeo and Flickr like video integration * Customize your site using the integrated "Builders" *

Set up Groups, Classified ads and Events * Tags are used throughout the site * Menu Builder allows you

to create your own style of navigation * Intuitive Admin Panel * And there are lots more. As a matter of

fact I could fill a whole page with features, but why bother with that when I can just show you.
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